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Essential All-in-1 Car Escape Tool Emergency 

Flashlight 

 

As the professional manufacturer, we would like 

to provide you Essential All-in-1 Car Escape Tool 

Emergency Flashlight. Carelite is an oldest 

manufacturer of Car escape tool flashlight in 

China. Nothing fancy but indispensable and 

cheap, it has been approved with CE & RoHS 

certificate, furthermore, complete inspection is 

strictly implemented to insure that no defective 

products will be posted to our customers. Through 

years’ efforts, we have got countless thumb-up from all over the world. 

 

 

Product Description 

Why Carelite Essential All-in-1 Car Escape Tool Emergency Flashlight? Because it’s infallible, 

handy, versatile, cheap and always potential for safety. 

 

Never gamble with your life and that of your passengers. If your car flips over or crashes into 

another vehicle, it could catch fire, so you can't risk becoming trapped in your seat. This Essential 

Emergency Vehicle Escape Tool should be always kept in your vehicle. In case of such unexpected 

accidents, use the ultra-sharp razor blade to cut off seatbelt and the solid steel pointed window 

breaker to smash window glass. This indispensable emergency escape tool will quickly free you 

from the wreckage of your car in any emergency situation as it will definitely save your valuable 

time.  

 

At night, you can use this tool as flashlight for alert warning, hiking, searching, trouble inspecting, 

camping and fishing. The magnets on the rear are for hand free use. Made from Polycarbonate, 

TPR and aluminum, the construction is very tough built and water resistant. Ultra-compact size 

doesn’t get in the way and fits in small spaces. Due to its tough construction, this multi-purpose 

flashlight is always durable and infallible under any harsh condition. If you travel in a car or carry a 

tool box, it's not complete without this magic wand. 
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Specications of CareliteCar Escape Tool Emergency Flashlight: 

Material  Polycarbonate, TPE, Aluminum 

5 in 1 
Smasher,  seatbelt cutter, 3 watt duty COB LED bar, 1W LED torch 

light and 16 red LEDs as flash beacon 

Battery AA R6 x 3 (Included) 

3-lighting 

modes 
ON1 for COB LED floodlight; ON2 torch light and ON3 red flashing light 

Brightness COB LED: 270lm; Torch light 100lm; Flash SOS 

Runtime COB LED: 4Hr; Torch light: 15Hr and Flash SOS 30Hr 

Protection 

level 
IP65 and IK07 water resistant to splash and 6ft impact resistant 

Lighting beam 

angle 
COB LED: 110°; Top fucus beam torch light: 30° 

Size & Weight 1.61"D x 3.31"W x 8.35"H; 8.6Oz 

Other 

Features: 
Ergonomic and anti-slip design,magnetic base for hands-free us 

Payment 

terms 
T/T, By Paypal, By Western Union. 

 

 

Carelite Emergency FlashlightFeature and Application 
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Carelite Car Safety Hammer Flashlight Details: 

 

 


